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ABSTRACT 

A one-dimensional tokamak plasma transport code has been 
adapted to include impurity influx, stripping, radiation, and 
diffusior1, as well as the usual processes of hydrogen plasma 
and heat transport, recycling at the boundary, and multi
generation charge-exchange. Neutral-beam heating, adiabatic 
compression, and divertor boundary conditions are included as 
optional. features. Illustrative c9mputations are given for 
present-day and next-generation tokamaks. The problems of 
impurity control are discussed, and two technical approaches 
are examined in greater detail: the transient cold-plasma 
shield, and the poloidal divertor. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Nonhydrogenic ions have an important influence on the behavior of 
present-day tokamak discharges, and are expected to become a key element 
in determining feasibility of future tokamak reactor plasmas. A rela
tively small admixture of heavy impurity ions suffices to dominate the 
effective ionic charge Zeff of a hydrogen plasma, thus determining the 
resistivity and transport processes. This effect of impurities is gen
erally helpful in present-day devices, by increasing the ohmic-heating· 
input power, and could be helpful even in future neutral-beam-heated 
tokamaks, by diminishing the ;=momalous transport due to trapped-particle 
modes. On the other hand, impurity radiation losses are already becom
ing appreciable in high-density present-day discharges, and may repre
sent a significant barrier to the attainment of ignition conditions in 
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future reactor plasmas. [l]. Here one must distinguish between impurity 
ions that have been stripped to helium-like states, or beyond, and those 
that are only partly stripped. Line-.radiation and recombination radiation 
from the latter constitute the most important channels for significant 
radiation cooling. When a given ion species is partly stripped at the 
plasma edge, and fully stripped on the interior (as in the case of low-Z 
impurities such as C and O in present-day experiments), the net effect 
may be beneficial, since edge-cooling by radiation represents one of the 
least damaging forms of heat removal to the material surroundings of the 
tokamak discharge. On the other hand, ingestion of partly stripped ions 
(Fe, Mo, in present experiments, W in the future) into the plasma interior 
tends to depress the central plasma temperature, and thus plays a role 
that is in general highly undesirable. Aside from radiation cooling, 
impurity ions,.of course, have the adverse e~fect of diluting the reactive 
ion population, thus raising the plasma .B-value required to reach a given 
power density, and depressing the energy multiplication factor. 

Impurities are injected into the toRamak discharge by two principal 
mechanisms: sputte.ring and evaporation. Plasma heat outflow through the 
channel ·of energetic 'ions or neutrals can sputter surface atoms from the 
tokamak limiter or vacuum vessel, respectively~ In addition, heat out
flow, particularly through the cbannel of superthermal electrons, can 
create evaporation from "hot spots"; but the plasma heat load would not 
be severe, in either present-day or future experiments, if spread uni
formly over the enti~e vacuum wall. Assuming that the technical problems 
of local overheating can be sol·ved, the most serious long-range problem 
facing high-Ti tokamaks is sputtering ~ especially sputtering by ener
getic charge-exchange neutrals from the plasma interior. 

In Section 2, we describe the principaL tool of the present investi
gations, a one-dimensional plasma transport code [2] that has been modi
fied to include impurity stripping, radiation and diffusion. Section 3 
gives illustrative results for impurity phenomena in present-day and next
generation tokamaks. ·Section 4 discusses special techniques for improved 
impurity control in future experiments. 

2 THE TOKAMAK COMPUTER MODEL 

The most advanced present version of our transport .code incorporates 
the following features. 

Six-Regime Plasma Transport Model. Local plasma transport coefficients 
are employed.that describe the anomalous transport predicted for low
frequency microinstabilities [3]. In order of decreasing collisionality, 
the six regimesare: three regimes of.collisional drift waves (a regime of 
Bohm diffusion, a regime in. whic.h a theory of Kadomtsev applies; and a 
pseudoclassical regime); two regimes of the trapped electron instability; 
and the trappE!d-i.on instability. This model has been providing good fits · 
of much of the data from presel).t-day tokamaks, which e_nter the first four 
regimes. In computations for next-generation tokamaks, the last two regimes 
are dominant, .. al though the near-axis rE!gion (where the trapping is . unimpor
tant) and the cold edge region remain in the. more collisional regimes. Al
though the theory underlying the six-regime model provides the qependences 
of the transport coefficients on the variou.s plasma parcµneters, . there are 
numerical coefficients .of order unity which are uncertain. For the four. 
regimes entered by pr_esent experiments, .·there are .empirical indications of 
what these . coefficients. should be,· but for the two most co_llisionless re.,-. 
gimes we can only use the crudes_t theoretical estimates. A quasi-linear 
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type of analysis does, however, indicate the relative magnitude of particle 
and electron and ion thermal transport, and this is incorporated into the 
model. In the case of the ion thermal conductivity, we also include the 
neoclassical contribution, which can be greater than the anomalous term. 
In the case where impurities are not treated explicitly, our transport 
equations may be summarized as follows 
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Here s1 denotes the source due to ionization, W , W and Wcx denote 
losses due to radiation, ionization, and charge-ex~ang~ respectively, and 
Wse and WBi uenote neutral beam heating of elP.r.trons and ions. For the 
resistivity we take a classical value with trapping corrections: 
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Turning now to the anomalous diffusion terms, the drift wave contri
bution is essentially the minimum of a Bohm, Kadomtsev, and pseudoclassical 
term: 
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The terms DTE and ~I are cut off if the collisionality is large 
enough that the modes are stclble. The terms DoRIFT , ~E , . and DTI 
are included in the transport coefficients D Ke , and Ki . In each 
case, the relative magnitudes of the contri]Jutions to particle diffusion. 
and thermal conductivity are determined by qu.asi-linear considerations; 
in· all cases this merely introduces numerical coe.fficients.of order unity 
which, for the trapped ion and. electron modes'· qepend on _ rn/rT· . The · 
dependence of the anomalous transport coefficients on the scale lengths 
rn and rT and on the magnetic .shear e present a degree of computa-

· tional difficulty .. In computing the transport coefficients, we use 
values for rn , rT , and e obtained from simple algebraic profiles 
fitted at each time-step to the actual computed profiles. The errors 
introduced by this process are certainly less than the uncertainties in 
the model itself. : · 

Neutral Hydrogen Gas. All of the computations discussed below,in- . 
elude an influ}cof "cold" neutral gas at the plasma boundary, as wel·l as a 
variable number (four for present tokamaks, te.n for next-generation devices) 
of generations of."hot" neutr::als arising from the. cold gas by successive 
charge exchanges. The energy prescribed for the cold gas·seems to be an un
important variable, and we use 10 eV. The amount of cold-gas influx varies 
with time during the calculation, and is usu~lly deterinined by the require
ment that it should exactly balance the outflux of. ions and, charge-.exchange 
neutrals (100% recycll.ng). -Our computations can also include a ore.scribed 
additional· component of cold gas influx. The neutral gas density within 
the plasma is computed kinetically, generation PY· generation, in .a two
dimension.al (r,e) treatment. The terms Sr , ·wr , and Wcx · in Eqs. (1) 
represent a sum over all generations. w1len the impurities are not treated 
explici tiy' but modelled by . Zeff , the term. Wr inporporates an. enhanced 
radiated loss (usually 200 eV) per hydrogen ionization, to account. for · 
impurity radiation. When impurity radiation ~s explicitly treated, this 
loss is reduced to. 20 ey per hydrogen· idrii~aboh._· . . 
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Neutral Injection. In some of our calculations, neutral injection is 
assumed to deposit into the plasma a prescribed radial distribution of mono
energetic "beam" protons. The rate of injection and the period over which 
it lasts, are also prescribed. The energy of each element of the beam is 
subsequently determined by the classical (Fokker-Planck) slowing-down 
formulae. The energy lost in slowing down is transferred to the background 
electrons and ions according to the classical formulae, and appears in Eqs. 
(1) in the terms Wse and WBi . In this model, energy diffusion of the 

beam ions is neglected, as is the beam-ion "banana orbit" width and radial 
diffusion. The beam ion density is attenuated by charge exchanges with the 
background neutral gas, and the high-energy neutrals so produced are as
sumed to be lost entirely. Lower energy neutrals produced by charge
exchange break-up of the primary neutral beam are not included in the back- · 
ground gas; although this may be a serious omission near the magnetic axis, 
charge-exchange losses from the beam ions are not in fact very important 
for next-generation devices. 

Impurity Ions. The most advanced version of the code includes dif
fusing impurity ions of a single atomic species. The local density of 
impurity ions nr {summed over all the ionization levels) is determined 
from a fifth diffusion-type equation: 
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where ni is the proton density. The terms in Cir and Crr are neo
classical terms; the Cir terms arise from impurity-proton collisions, and 
the Crr terms arise from collisions between different ionization levels 
of the impurities. The coefficients Cir , Crr , al , a 2 , and a 3 are 
exceedingly complicated expressions taken from the most recent treatments 
of _the banana, plateau, and Pfirsch-Schluter regimes [4]. The coeffi~ 
cients a are of order unity; al is negative in the banana/plateau re
gimes but positive in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime [4]. The quantities 
<z> and <z2> denote averages over the ionization levels present. Quasi
linear-type analysP.s suggest that the anomalous diffusion should apply also 
to the impurities: hence the term D in Eq. (2). We have also made compu
tations with this term omitted. All of the ions are assumed to be at the 
same temperaturP. Ti . When Eq. (2) is included in the computations, im
portant modifications are made to Eqs. (1). The particle diffusion equa
tion that is integrated is that for protons; the flux term then includes 
a collection of neoclassical terms related to those in Eq. (2): these 
describe the fact that as the high-Z ions diffuse inward the protons must 
diffuse outward to conserve the local i.on charge density. With ni and 
nI given by diffusion equations, the electron density is determined from 

n = n. + <Z> n 
e l. I 

A further collection of neoclassical terms must be added to the ion energy 
transport; these describe the fact that more thermal energy is carried out 
by the protons than is carried in by the impurities. More straightforward 



modifications are to employ the total ion density in the ion heat capacity 
term, to ihciude impurity Contributions .to the electron-ion heat transfer t 
and to distinguish properly between ne and ni in all the atomic physics 
terms; our' code incorporates all of these. modifications. :To determine < z >I 
<z2> , and · Zeff , we must know the ionization levels of the il)lpuri ties~ 
In calculating these, we make use of the fact that the time to reach ap
proximate coronal equiliorium is typically a few times shorter than the dif--

-fusion time scale. Accordingly, we compute the fraction n1 ·of the total 
impurity density n 1 in each of the ionization levels j from locai rate 
equations without diffusion terms: 
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where Sj are the ionization coefficients from the level j , 
Yj the radiative and three-body recombil')ation·coefficients to 
The power radiated by ionization and recombination, namely 
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where Xj are the ionization potentials, is included in the electron 
energy equation, as is the line radiation. For oxygen impurities, the rate 
coefficients and detailed expressions for the line radiatio:r:i are taken from 
the most appropriate data [5] •. We have also considered iron· impurities,. 
including only the eight most highly ionized states. For these .we have 
used rate coefficients taken from a treatment by Hinnov [6·]. For iron, 
the line radiation has been estimated as 2 x l0-26ne watts for each 
impurity ion in the lithium-like state and below [6,7]. The appropriate 
boundary condition to be applied to Eq. (2) is of some interest. The 
boundary conditions that we haveusedare conditions on the flux of impurity 
ions, rather than on the boundary density n 1 . For oxygen imptiii ties, · 
which might be expected to recycle on the limiter in much the same· way ·as 
the hydrogen, the.appropriate condi.tion.is that the oxygen ion flux should 
vanish at the boiindary (neutral impurities are not included in the calcu
lations). The iron impurities are presumed to be produced by the sputter
ing of the wall by energetic charge-exchange neutral bombardment. The 
sputtering coefficient that we have used to describe this process is 

s = s 
max 

4 (E - E ) 3/2El/2 
c M 

2 2 
E + 3E 

M .· . 

6000 , E 
c 

70 s 
max. 

where E is the energy of the bombarding neutral in eV; this formula is 
obtained by fitting recent data for stainless steel · [8] ~ It is presumed 
that the classical inward-diffusion process is suff.tciently strong.in the 
thin edge region (penetrated by neutral impurities) ·that ·the total sput
tered impurity flux enters the main part of the·plasnia as impurity ions. 
Accordingly; our code calculates'. the energy spectrum of· the charge-
exchange neutrals leaving the plasma and, by means of the sp~ttering coef
ficient, determines the impurity influx at the boundary at each instant. 
The impurities enter with the <Z> appropriate to the edge temperature. 

Adiabatic Compression. Ou:r: code incorporates the facility for making. 
an instantarn:~ous major-radial compression by a factor C . The plasma . 
density, temperature, and poloidal field profiles are compressed according 
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to the adiabatic laws; the energy of beam ions is raised by c2 (for 
parallel beams) .. The discharge subsequently evolves according to the 
transport processes in the new configuration. 

Di vertor Boundary Conditions.· Normal ( limi.ter) boundary conditions 
are fixed low values of density and temperat'ure. To describe the effect 
of a di vertor on the_ transport in the main plas.ina region, we have devel
oped alternative boundary conditions for the radial particle and energy 
fluxes at the separatrix, obtained by considering the parallel flow in the 
scrape-off region, including neutral gas effects, in a self-consistent way. 
These computations cannot be presented in detail; they support the conclu
sions presented in ·section 4. 

3 IMPURITY TRANSPORT COMPUTATIONS 

In th.is section we present some results on impurity transport which 
have been obtained using the code described above. We present results 
for a small tokamak, representative of present-day devices (ST parameters: 
a = 14 cm, R = 109 cm), and for· a several-times larger tokamak, repre
sentative of next-generation devices,· now under construction (PLT para
meters: a = 45 cm,· R = 130 cm) . 

. :P.resent-Day Toka~a.~ .f.io~el. In Table 1, we present the results of 
computations using several different treatments of the impurity transport. 
All cases have q (a) = 5. 4 , constant current, and 100% recycling hydrogen, 
so that the hydrogen density remains roughly constant. Plasma parameters 
are at 60 msec. Cases A and B are without an explicit treatment of the 
impurities (they use Zeff = 4 uniform, and a radiated energy loss of 
200 eV per hydrogen ionization); these cases are presented to show that 
our plasma transport model fits typical Se-values and confinement times 
quite well, and for comparison with the impurity cases C-F. Cases C-F 

I B ne (0) Se T' T. (0) T (0) q (O) - I nI (0) E 1 e nI 
kA kG l013cm- 3 

msec eV eV lo12 cm- 3 

A 60 36 2.9 0.8 15 360 1080 1. 7 4 ' Zeff = 

B 100 60 5.3 0.9 25 680 1440 1. 8 Zeff = 4 

c 60 36 3.1 0.6 10 260 410 5.5 1.0 2.1 

D 60 36 3.3 0.8 13 340 760 2.4 1.0 1. 7 

E 60 36 3.6 0.8 11 320 750 2.4 1. 5 2.4 

F 100 60 6.4 0.9 25 700 1300 2.1 2.0 3.6 

Table -1. Results for present-day tokamak model. Case C has 
classical impurity transport; cases D-F also have anomalous 
diffusion . 

have an explicit treatment of diffusing oxygen impurities. In all cases 
the initial oxygen ion density nI is radial'iy uniform, and the oxygen 
is assumP.d to-recycle, so that the net'flux at the boundary is 'set to 
zero. In case C, which has nI = 101 2cm~3 (i.e. about 5% impurities), 
only the neoclassical terms are included in the oxygen.diffusion [the 
anomalous term D is omitted f·rom Eq. (2)]. From the last two columns in 
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Table 1, we note that the ·mcygen ions become .relatively strongly· peaked 
in this case; from' Fig. 1, howev·er, we ·note that;· as a· consequence~ .the. 
temperature profile has become very.broad (the current.profile.:is .. in,,fact 
"hollow"). In cases D-F both the'- neoclassical and anomalous terms are 
included in the oxygen diffusion. From Table 1, we note that the cJ~ygen 
ions become s~mewhat less strongly c~ntrally peaked· in these cases. In ' 
Fig. 2 we show the radial distribution of the different oxygen ionization 
le~els for the' c~se E', ~hich has 7% impur.i tie~;, the radiated poyje~ in 

....... . . ~ ' . . . . . _: . 
this case is only 10 kW out of .an ohmic·power of 120 kW. 

Let us compare the the results with actual· tokamak experiments. In 
the ST device [9], the observed Te-peaking is typically sharper than in 
cases A and B. This discrepancy is clearly aggravated by both the classi
cal (C) and classical~anornaious (D, E, F) models of impurity transport. 
The computed profiles hi=iv:e a closer resemblance to the T-3 results [10] 
and to "Type--:-B" discharges ln ORMAK [11] -:-- while th.e ()RMAK ... Type=--A" 
profiles resemble. those in S.T. Further refinements i~ th~ theoretical 
model a~e clearly needed to fit th.is multiplicity of experime,ntal n~girries. 
As regards the computed degree. of central impur{ty accumulati.on, th.is 
effect is weak for oxygen, especially in the classical-anomalous m~del,' 
consistent with experimental observation [12]. 
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Fig. 1. .Electron tempera
ture profiles for ST-size 
model. (PPPL 742139) 
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F'.ig. 2. _ Profiles of oxygen 
ionization levels for ST-:-size 
model, Case E. (PPPL 742138) 

Next-Generation Tokamak Moqel. - In Table 2, w:e present some results 
for a several-time~ :Larger tokamak. devj..ce .. · All cases have q (a) = 3. 9 . 
Plasma paramet~rs are'. a.t,.200 msec. Cases A .and B are w_ithout an explicit 
impurity treatment .. (Zeff·:= 2 . un_i.for.m, ,and 200 eV lost per bydrogen ioni
zation) .. Case. A is.a pure,ohmic heating-discharge, whilst case B has a 
neutral injection beam current of 100 A.of 40 keV protons, i~itiated at 
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100 msec .and terminated at 200 msec, with the beam ions deposited with the 
profile nb(r) = nb(O) [0,:9 exp (-4r2/a2)+0.l]. Cases C-F have an explicit 
treatment of diffusing iron impurities. In all cases the ~nitial iron 
density is lollcm-3 and is.radially uniform. The subsequent iron influx 
is determined by sputtering as discussed in Section 2. Cases C and D 

( . 
have only the neoclass;i.cal terms in th~ iron diffusion; cases E and F 
have both the neoc.lassical and anomalous terms. Cases C and. E have. only 
oh~ic heating; cases D and F also have neutral beam heating of the same 
magnitude as in case B. 

I B ne(O) SS T' T. (O) T (0) q (0) -· I nI (O) nI 

10
14

cm 
-3 

E 1 e 
1011cm- 3 

MA kG msec keV keV 

A I 1.0 50 

~ 
0.9 0.3 160 1. 8 1. 9 1. 4 Zeff = 2 

B I 1.0 50 0.9 I 0.5 llO 4.8 4.2 1. 3 Zeff = 2 
l 

c 1.0 50 1.0 0.2 90 1. 5 2.1 0.9 1. 3 4.9 

D 1.0 50 1.0 0.5 80 4.3 4.0 1.0 1. 9 4.1 

E 1.0 50 1.0 0.2 100 1. 4 1. 7 1. 3· 1.2 4.1 

F l.O 50 1.0 o.s ')O 4~3 J.9 1. 2 1. 7 3.5 

Table ~-. Results for next-generation tokamak mo(jel. Cases 
C and E have only neoclassical impurity transport; D and F also 
have anomalous diffusion. Cases A, C, and E have ohmic heating; 
B, D, and F also have neutral beam heating. · 

In all cases the current and temperature profiles are quite narrow. Since 
·the impurity density profiles differ substantially, we conclude that the 

temperature and current profiles are determined by a variety of other ef- . 
fects, namely: the trapping-effect on resistivity, the injection beam pro
file, and the impurity radiation losses. In Fig. 3 we show the radial 
distribution of the different iron ionization levels at 200 msec for the 
cases C and D (neoclassical); F . .l.g. 4 shows the same data for the cases E 
and F (neoclassical plus anomalous). The primary peak in all the figures 
results from the central accumulation of the impurities assumed to be 
present initially. The secondary peak results from the sputterP.d im
purities; the secondary peak is much more pronounced in cases D and F, due 
to the enhanced energy transport to ~he wall in the neutral-beam-heated 
cases. Both primary and secondary peaks are less pronounced in cases E 
and F, where the anomalous diffusion is incluc;1ed in the impurity trans
port. Nonetheless, the central accumulation is still considerable, and 
we conclude that the neoclassical effect might be more- evident ·in PLT 
than in ST. Although, in our model, all of the sputtered influx is in
gested, even in the worst cases (D and F) the total number of iron im
purities produced by sputtering during 200 msec·is only 0.1% of the 
protons. At later times., of course, th·~' sputtered iron content is consi-
4erably more: by 500 msec in cases D and F it has typically risen to about 
0.5%. Furthermore, we have included only the sputtering of the wall mate
rial by neutral bombardment, and have neglected the sputtering of the 
limiter by ion bombardment. At 200 msec in cases D and F the power inci
dent on the wall in neutrals is about 0.7 MW, whereas that on the limiter. 
in ion thermal transport is about 1 MW; this suggests that the limitP.r. 
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problem might be the more severe;· and that the magnetic limiter fea·ture 
of a divertor might be especially valuable in next-g·e·ne·ration t.okamaks. 
Finally, we not~ that, al though the iron content is only i~ ·the range .· · · 
0.1-·o.2%,. the impurity radiation has assumed a major 'role in the ener-

~getics of all the cases C'-F. In case E at 200· msec· the ohmic power is 
. . ' . . . . ) . . 

1.3 MW and the total r·adiation is 0.5 MW; in case Fat 200 msec (i.e., 
just after termination of the 4 MW beam).the total racliation,is.0.4 MW. 
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Fig. 3. Profiles of iron ionization levels for PLT"" 
size model, cases c and b (neoclassical). (PPPL 742141) 
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4 IMPURITY CONTROL 

In the preceding calculations, no special techniques have been 
employed to interfere with the "natural" process of impurity-atom injec
tion by charge-exchange sputtering, followed by inward diffusion of 
impurity ions toward the plasma center. This process could, however, be 
interrupted at three different points: 

1. The tokamak.edge heat-outflow can be switched to channels that 
do not cause impurity injection. This might be· done by neutral-gas influx, 
provided that the mean energy of the resultant charge-exchange neutrals 
can be depressed below the sputtering threshold of the wall material, or 
provided that the thermal capacity of the resultant cold plasma can act as 
a transient absorber of heat from the central region. The latter possi
bility will be discussed in Section 4.1. Alternatively, the normally 
dominant channel of heat outflow by plasma transport can be used, but with 
the limiter element removed to a separately pumped chamber, to which the 
plasma flows by means of a magnetic divertor. This possiblity is discussed 
in Section 4.2. 

2. The impurity influx can be attenuated at the plasma edge. In the 
absence of the classical impurity transport phenomenon, a large fraction 
of the shallowly deposited impurity-atom-influx would tend to flow alonq 
tl1e steep outward impurity-density gradient, rather than along the gentle 
inward gradient. This outflow could be encouraged by impairing confine
ment at the plasma edge, or by creating a substantial plasma edge region 
that communicates with a divertor chamber (Section 4.2). 

3. The flow of impurity ions from the edge region to the plasma inte
rior might be impeded or reversed by several techniques. The use of plasma 
waves (13], plasma flows (14], and energetic-ion beams (15] has been pro
posed. If the classical impurity-transport process is dominant, one could 
simply reverse the hydrogen plasma density gradient toward the plasma edge 
(e.g. by neutral-gas injection), thus creating a gradual rise of the 
central hydrogen plasma density, accompanied by an outflux of impurity ions. 

Computer studies of some of these impurity-control techniques are 
discussed briefly below. 

4.1 Transient Cold-Plasma Shield 

One way to achieve a relatively pure tokamak plasma of reactor tem
peratures, is to create a hot central region, well removed from wall con
tact, and "isolated" - at least transiently - by a layer of colder plasma. 
Computer simulations show that, in sufficiently large plasmas, the cold 
outer layer effectively blocks the influx of neutral atoms into the 
central region, even when pulsed gas is used to build up the outer layer 
itself. It also serves to recapture energetic charge-exchange ne.utrals 
from the interior, and to delay the onset nf plasma heat transport to 
the limiter. Finally, it serves to delay the influx of impurities, in t,he 
same manner as the outer plasma region in Figs. 3 and 4. (Impurity dif
fusion is not included explicitly in the computations discussed in rhis 
section.) 

The cold-plasma ~hield has been investigated computationally for the 
large two-component tokamak reactor experiment for which computer studies 
u.re reported also in Ref. [16]. The limiter radius is aL = 90 cm at 
the final plasma position of R = 270 cm, where we have B = 45 kG. 
The plasma is formed initially with aL = 66 cm , at R = 325 cm , where 



B = 37.5 kG. For two-component reactor exper.:j.ments, an initial tritium 
plasma is neutral-beam heatedand tJ::ien injected with an energetic d~uteron 
beam. Finally,_ i 1t is compressed in R , away from limi t:er-contact. In 
some cases, pu;I.sed neutral-gas injection is theri used to densify the outer 
plasma region. · · 

In the example of Figs. 5 and 6, the initial central plasma parci.-:- . . . 
meters are n = 8 x lo13cm- 3 

I and Te = Ti.= 6 keV I and the boundary values 
are n = 1.6 x lo13cm- 3 , and Te= Ti= 10 ev. Th~ initial profiies are. 
parabolic for Te , Ti , and jT , and cubic for n (our standard assump-

. . . . \ 
tions). The discharge current is I = 1 MA. A 240 A neutrci.1-beam ·cur.rent· 
at 120 keV is injected from 20 msec to 50 msec. The beam ·ions are depo·sited 
in the profile nb (r) = nb (O) [O. 9 exp (-4r2/a2 ) + 0.1). Compression· to R 
= 270 cm, and I ~ 1.2 MA takes place at 55 msec. The hot plasma radius 
ap shrinks to 60 cm. The ~recompression boundary;· density n = 1..6 x lo13cm-: 3 

c;::ompresses to n = 2. 3 x 101 cm- 3 at r = ap . The limiter for the post
compression plasma is assumed to be at aL = 90 cm. Immediately after 
.compr_ession, we fi 11 up the region ap < r < aL with additional· plasma; 
the density falls linearly from n = 2. 3 x l013cin- 3 at r = ap . to 
n = 1. 6 x lo13cm- 3 at r = aL , the boundary value; the temperatures fall 
linearly in· a similar ·way· from about 15 eV at r =:=. ap to the boundary 
values 10 eV at r = aL . Initially, the blanket region carries no 
current. 

1.0 1.0 b TIME: 60msec TIME: IOOmsec 
MAXIMA: MAXIMA: 

13 ·3 0.8 
n= 7.8xl0

13
cm •3 n=9.5Xl0 cm 

Te=6B keV Te=6.6keV 
T; =.6.3 _keV 0.6 T; =5.5k!JV. 
L L n 277'=0.83 277'·= 0.86 

.0.4 

0. ·:t 
I I I I I 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ·o.8 ·1.0 
r/o r/o 

Fig. 5, ~ransient cold~piasma shield case. Initial 
·l. 0-MA discharge is preheateq and injected. with energetic. 
deuterons; at 55 msec it is moved to the center of a 90-

.. I . 
cm limiter aperture. Radial profiles are at (a) 60 msec; 
(b) 100 ~sec. (PPPL 742051) . 

The .central values and radial profiles-of· the important plasma.para.:.. 
meters soon after compressiOf.1 (at 60 msec), and later (at 100 msec), ·are 
shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively. The central plasma parameters 
are n = 9.5 x lol3cffi-3, Te= 6.8 keV, and Ti= 6.3 keV _at 60 msec, and 
n = 7.8 x lol3ctn-3, Te = 6.6 keV, and Ti = 5.5 keV at.-100 msec. Figure 
5 (a) shows the hot front '~blowing out"· into. the .cold plasma- blanket. 
Figure 5(b)· shows· that by 100 msec the blanket has essentially disap
peared; although the plasma density in the edge region is quite high 
(-3 x lol3cm-3.). The hot plasma is· in the trapped7ion regime. 
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Fig. 6. Energetics of the tran
sient cold-plasma shield case of 
Fig. 5. On the vertical scale 1.0 
equals 2.16 MJ. (PPPL 742065) 

The energetics of this case 
are shown in Fig. 6. The unit of 
energy is 2.16 MJ. We imagine a 
fusion-energy "break-even" experi
ment [16] to begin just after 
compression. At that time, the 
energy in the injected energetic 
ions is WB = 0.88 MJ, and the 
total nuclear energy subsequently 
produced is WN = 0.91 MJ, giving 
Q = WN/WB = 1.0. Figure 6 shows 
a sharp increase in the rate of 
electron and ion energy transport, 
and charge-exchange transport, 
which occurs when the hot front 
reaches the limiter at about 80 
msec. This can be delayed some
what by densifying the outer 
plasma with neutral gas, so that 
the break-even experiment goes 
essentially to completion before 
substantial impurity influx can 
take place. 

An interesting application 
of the cold-plasma-shield techni
que occurs in the case of pulsed
igni tion reactor experiments. 

is maximized 
"burn out" to 
influx [17]. 

The energy multiplication factor 
by heating a small plasma core to ignition, and letting it 
the plasma edge, where the reaction is quenched by impurity 

4.2 Magnetic Divertor 

A magnetic divertor channels surface plasma through a scrape-off 
region into a remote burial chamber. A divertor system can reduce the 
impurity concentration by having: (1) a high plasma capture efficiency, Cp, 
to reduce charged particle sputtering, (2) low neutral recycling, ~' to 
reduce charge-exchange neutral sputtering, and (3) a high shielding ef
ficiency, S, in the scrape-off region where impurity atoms are ionized and 
swept into the burial chamber. 

A simple model with plasma diffusion across the magnetic field and an 
effective confinement time T11 for plasma loss parallel to the field lines 
into the divertor provides an estimate for the width, A , of lhe plasma 
scrape-off: A= [D~T 11 /l-n0oiveT 11 )]1/2 where n0 is the neutral density, 
D~ the diffusion constant in the scrape-off and oive is the ionization 
rate. Effective plasma capture requires that the physical width of the 
di vertor en trances, W , should be ?: 4 A • The recycling due to neutral gas 
from the divertor is given roughly by Rn "' W/fsLw , where fs is the ef
fective sticking coefficient of neutrals on a gettered surface with a 
length Lw in the poloidal plane. The recycling has been calculated more 
accurately for real geometries with a Monte Carlo code. 

The shielding efficiency of the divertor scrape-off depends first on 
the ability of the scrape-off region to ionize incoming wall-impurity 
atoms. Roughly 99% of the impurities (A = 100, Tz = 5 eV) are ionized if 

'' ;· 
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nb>. = 3o£T 11 (np/a) (1 - n0 a i Ve T 11 )-1 > lo13cm- 2 , where D~ , np and a are 
the diffusion coefficient, average density and _radius of the confined 
plasma, respectively. The resulting impurity ions are swept into the 
divertor by the plasma flow, due to either frictional or electrostatic 
coupling. 

There are several modes of operation possible for a divertor system; 
an unload di vertor (Cp "' 1 , Rn "' 0 and S "' 0) , shielding-unload di vertor 
(Cp "' 1 , Rn "' O , and S "' 1), or a gas-fed-shielding divertor (Cp "' 1 , 
~ <:: 1 , and S "' 1) . Tn the following, we discuss the characteristics -of 
a large poloidal divertor experiment (PDX), which has a~ 40 cm, R = 140 cm, 
Ip."' ~00 kA, Bt"' 25 kG, ne "' 5 x lol3cm-.3, and Ti "' Te "' 2 keV, as a typical 
example of divertor behavior on a large tokamak. An unload. diyertor can be 
formed in th1s device by using a double-outer poloidal.divertor (inverse 
D-shaped plasma). In this case, the scrape-off plasma is rapidly trans
ported into the oute.r divertors at essentially the sound speed. The esti
mated parameters for _this mode of operation are Cp z 99%, Rn "' 5% and 
S "' 3%, when the cross-field transport is "'10% of Bohm diffusion. A dis
advantage of this system is.the questionable stability of the inverse-D 
plasma t1BJ. . . 

. A double-inner divertor (D-shaped plasma) may act as a shielding
unload divertor if the plasma transport into the divertors is reduced by 
mirror confinement of the moderately warm. (0. 5 - 1. 0 keV) collisionless 
plasma edge. · The mirror confinement causes the plasma scrape-off width -
and density to increase, thereby decreasing the capture efficiency (Cp 
"' 90%) and- increasing the· recycling ("Rn "' 5 - 10%) but also increasing the 
shielding efficiency to near 100% for classical mirror confinement. 
Ve loci ty-spac_e instabilities may enhance the parallel loss rate for these 
mirror-confine.a plasmas-, since.they tend to be very long (L/Pi "'103') and 
narrow (>./pi"' 8); ·These instabilities may be reduced by partial filling. 
of the loss cone due to ionization of cold gas injected into the scrape
off. Mirror confinement corresponding to only 10% of classical expecta
tion would still allow significant impurity shielding. 

Another ·possible mode of divertor operation is a combination of the 
cold plasma shield approach and the magnetic divertor approach. In ~his 
case, excess plasma with sufficient density for impurity ionization is 
formed in the scrape-off, either by additionai gas injection or by an 
auxiliary plasma source in _one of the di~ertor chambers; A large frac
tion of this excess plasma flows directly into the opposite divertor · 
burial chamber, thereby creating a very efficient impurity sweeping action. 
This shield plasma also provides a method. to reduce or. even reverse the 
classical inward transport by creating a steady-state plasma density peak 
in the scrape-off region. The steady-state den~ity profile of the main 
confined plasma could al.so be altered so as to realize the combination
dn/dr > O and dT/dr < 0 , thus preventing impurities· present at the 
edge of .the confined plasma from diffusing to the center by classical 
transport. A further benefit o"f this mode is that· the·plasma temperature 
at the.· surface _of the plasma is reduced to - 50 eV , . thereby reducing the 
sputtering coefficient significantly. .The power· required to sustain such 
a lin.ear shield p;tasma would be -200 kW in PDX, compared .with typical 
power losses from the confined plasma of .,. 300 - 500 kW. 

Some aspe!cts of PDX dive:r:tor operation have been modeled with the· 
transport code .. A "divertorless" PDX discharge with. Rn.= ·1.0 and Zeff 

'-chosen to be ::::8 is compared in .Table 3 with an "unload divertor". discharge· 
simulated by choosing Rn "' 0.2. and Zeff = 1. In this case we have 

'-
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added 1 MW of auxiliary heating, shared equally between ions and electrons, 
and distributed over a parabolic profile. The plasma parameters are quoted 
at 200 msec; the plasina temperatures are still rising strongly at this 
time, especially in the divertor case. 

R z n (0) T. (O) T (0) WJ w wcx WP e 1. e aux 
1013cm-3 keV keV kJ kJ kJ kJ 

1. 0 8 4.9 2.7 1. 8 440 300 90 iso 

0.2 1 2.4 3.9 3.8 60 300 10 150 

Table 3. 

Note that the energy input due to ohmic heating, W is much larger in 
the divertorless case, due to the large Zeff Th~ amount of energy lost 
by charge exchange, Wcx , and plasma flow to the limiter, Wp is 270 kJ 
in the divertorless case: resultant sputtered atoms may reenter the plasma. 
This is to be compared with only -10-kJ deposited in the vicinity of the 
discharge in the "unload divertor" case. An estimate for the reduction in 
impurity generation requires a knowledge of the energy distribution of the 
escaping particles. However, assuming that the amount of sputtering per 
unit of incident particle energy does not change appreciably when Rn is 
reduced from 1.0 to O. 2, then even a rather poor "unload divertor" would 
reduce the impurity generation by at least one order of magnitude. 

The effects of divertor boundary conditions have also been incorporated 
into the transport code. In these cases, the edge values of plasma density, 
ion temperature, and electron temperature (depending on the assumption re
garding secondary electron emission at the plate) are allowed to float, 
being determined by particle and energy transport processes in the scrape
off region. For a typical case,. simulating the early phases of an "unload 
divertor" discharge with parallel ion sound flow and six-regime cross-field 
transport, the edge values relative to the central values were ne(a) 
"' 5 x lOllcm-3 "' lo-2ne (O)" , Ti (a) "" 330 eV "" O. 5Ti (O) , with Te (a) held 
constant at 200 eV and Rn ~ 0.15. This illustrates one of the principal 
effects of an unload divertor., that is, the reduction of charge-exchange 
energy losses, which allows the ion temperature profile to rise and broaden. 
These rough estimates indicate that the impurity input during the quasi
.static discharge can be reduced by "'10 with either an unload or unload
shielding divertor. A gas-fed-·shielding divertor may allow the impurity 
level to be reduced even further. · 

In addition to impurity control during the quasi-static discharge, 
a poloidal di vertor system can control impurity generation during plasma 
current start-up by: (1) fo:r.cing the plasma to form a multi pole null in 
the poloidal field located away from the limiters; (2) ensuring that the 
plasma scrape-off enters the divertor throats while the plasma current 
rises; and (3) arranging the plasma-current cross sectional area inside 
the divertor separ_atrix to increase linearly with the plasma current. 
This latter function of a·divertor, an expanding magnetic limiter, reduces 
the skin effect and can be expected to reduce the associated turbulence 
problems, which in large tokumaks are expe.cted to cause large amounts of 
energy to be deposited on limiters, with associated impurity production 
during plasma start-up. 
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